ComEdge Mobile Device Applications
The migration to wireless and mobile applications is now fully underway.
Extend the power of ComEdge to your increasingly mobile staff with mobile applications that seamlessly
integrate with the entire ComEdge Enterprise Suite and many other vendors' software solutions. Software
Alternatives has the knowledge and experience to develop custom software solutions for all of your
mobile computing needs. Software Alternatives works with businesses and manufacturers to deliver
robust, reliable software and hardware solutions specifically tailored to our customer's needs.

Mobile Web App
Our Mobile Web App will help you improve your field service productivity, improve your delivery services
and enhance your customer’s experience by providing real time information. This Mobile App is a real
time Web Application that works on mobile devices such as smart phones and computer tablets.

Increase productivity by streamlining communications and eliminating paperwork

Get real-time updates on work status and technician location

Improve response and decision-making in the field

Improve Inventory Control

Improve customer satisfaction by providing on time delivery and service calls

Cut costs by reducing non-productive work hours

Improve revenues by using on-site data capturing and credit card processing

Full Credit Card Integration

Rugged Computing for Real World Mobility
Tablets, rugged handheld computers and PDAs are designed for the task at hand and are
likely to become the primary computing device in the next few years for many of your
employees. These computing devices offer mobility, flexibility and can be adapted for a
variety of purposes including Time and Attendance, Production Tracking, Delivery Tracking,
Inventory Control and Service Industry Tracking. Our mobile applications work directly with
and are fully integrated with the ComEdge suite of applications which in turn saves you time
and money.
Software Alternatives designs custom mobile software for these tools. The combination of
mobile hardware and specialized software provides the core foundation necessary for
efficient and effective Mobile Business.
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